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White House paints rivals
with broad tea party brush
Washington
AP

Caught in the act: Police officers arrest a man for looting during riots in south London on Aug. 8.

AP

Riot response raises reform questions
British police struggle
to find new direction
as budget cuts loom
London
AP

Four nights of arson, looting and
violence erupted across England’s largest cities and left five
people dead. British police didn’t
fire a single shot.
Their behavior is part of a
cherished culture of restraint that
is now coming under unprecedented pressure as Prime Minister David Cameron plans major
reforms, slashes police budgets
and humiliates homegrown talent by calling in American expert
help.
“You are at a turning point,”
said Maurice Punch, the author
of several books on British policing. “What happened last week
has just accelerated that there is
now a necessity to have a major
review, to take a step back and
for the public to ask what kind
of policing they want.”
Officers and analysts acknowledge the debate is urgent, with
London’s 2012 Olympic Games
looming. But, with relations between Britain’s public and its
police under strain, there remain
deep divisions and uncertainty
about whether Britain’s cops are
too hard or too soft.
Police were chastened by the
2005 shooting death of an inno-

cent Brazilian electrician, mistaken by police marksmen for
a suicide bomber, and sharply
criticized over the death of a bystander amid protests at a 2009
Group of 20 summit.
It meant that when disorder
broke out in London on Aug. 6
— sparked by an initially peaceful protest over a rare fatal police
shooting — the response appeared hesitant. Officers avoided
confrontation as a demonstration in the Tottenham district
of north London spiraled into
widespread lawlessness, and
it was three days before police
chiefs flooded the streets of London with reinforcements.
“The big question is, when
you step back from it, how appropriate is the old paradigm?”
said Punch, who is also a policing expert attached to the London School of Economics.
Like the Police Federation,
which represents about 125,000
rank-and-file police, he believes
a Royal Commission — the most
rigorous form of British government inquiry — is needed to plot
a way forward.
For Punch and others, one of
the pressing issues is Britain’s
rare use of weapons, still its most
visible sign of policing restraint.
In the Victorian era, London
police had an armory of 5,000
swords, but the blades were kept
blunted and officers warned they
could be sacked if they drew
the weapon. Of Britain’s current 144,000 police officers only

7,000 are authorized to carry a
gun and almost never use them
— firing on just six occasions
between April 2009 and March
2010, according to latest available figures. By comparison,
almost all police officers in the
United States carry a handgun,
with many authorized to use
more powerful weapons.
Police departments in London, Birmingham, Manchester,
Liverpool, Nottingham, Bristol and Gloucester — the main
areas where riots broke out in
England last week — confirmed
that no officers reported firing
a weapon as they responded to
the unrest last week. Yet political leaders have criticized police
handling of the riots. “The tactics
they were using weren’t working,” Cameron said last week.
After a decade of expansion,
Britain’s police will share the
pain of Cameron’s deficit-shredding program of £81 billion ($132
billion) worth of spending cuts
over the next four years.
Timothy Brain, who was chief
constable of Gloucestershire Police — which covers a vast swath
of western England — from 2001
until last year, has calculated that
police will lose about £1.36 billion ($2.24 billion) in funding.
He believes about 16,000 officers
and a similar number of civilian
support staff will lost their posts.
Former Boston Police Chief
William Bratton said last week
that Cameron is convinced that
the aftermath of the riots — and

looming cuts — make radical
reforms to police, and to wider
British society, inevitable. “This
is a prime minister who has a
clear idea of what he wants to
do,” Bratton said. “He sees this
crisis as a way to bring change.”
However, some scoff at the
notion that Bratton can provide
a template for the future of British law enforcement.
“Cameron is doing what a
lot of senior managers do when
they are dealing with a crisis,
which is to call in a consultant,”
said Punch. “The idea that he
is somehow going to bring the
blueprint for better policing is
insulting to senior members of
the British police.”
Brain said that over the past
10 years many British police
forces have adopted tactics that
showed huge success in Chicago,
deploying officers into the heart
of a community — sometimes
with small offices in shopping
malls — seeking to work with
residents and shop keepers to
prevent crimes. Most police officers fear those duties will be
hit first, dismissing the government’s claim that cuts will strike
officers behind desks, but not
those who patrol Britain’s streets.
“It’s about the quality of life
issues — graffiti, vandalism, the
crimes that seep into the heart
of the community,” Brain said.
“These are the kind of areas
where cuts will bring an erosion
of police performance, not just
community confidence.”

The rising profiles of Republican
presidential candidates Rick Perry
and Michele Bachmann are giving
the White House a new opening:
linking the entire Republican field
to the tea party movement, whose
popularity has recently sagged.
If the strategy works, it could
cause guilt-by-association problems even for non-tea party Republicans such as Mitt Romney.
That might be a lot to ask, however. Unflattering comparisons are
a well-worn campaign tactic, and
many Americans have only a hazy
notion of the tea party movement.
Still, President Barack Obama’s
top aides are giving it a go.
Republican candidates must
decide whether to “swear allegiance to the tea party” or work
with Democrats to create jobs,
Obama campaign adviser Robert Gibbs said Tuesday. After
last week’s Republican debate
in Iowa, Obama campaign guru
David Axelrod claimed the presidential contenders were “pledging allegiance to the tea party.”
And a new video by the Democratic National Committee says
Republican lawmakers and presidential candidates are “embracing extreme tea party policies.”
Democrats first aimed such
barbs at congressional Republicans, who hewed closely to
tea party demands in shaping
a debt-ceiling bill this month. It
was harder to target the presidential field as long as attention
centered largely on former governors Romney, Tim Pawlenty
and Jon Huntsman. All three are
conservatives but not from the tea
party mold, which places greater
emphasis on uncompromising
demands for unusually deep cuts
in government spending, no tax
increases and oversight.
A quick succession of events
changed that over the weekend.
Bachmann, the House member from Minnesota who chairs
Congress’ tea party caucus, won
an Iowa straw poll. Pawlenty,
the former Minnesota governor,
ended his campaign, and Perry,
the Texas governor with tea party
leanings, jumped in.
Former Massachusetts Gov.
Romney, whose presumed frontrunner status looks shakier than
before, is responding by edging
toward tea party positions, opening himself to the Democrats’
broad-brush criticisms.
At last week’s Iowa debate, for
instance, Romney joined all the
others in saying he would reject
a debt-reduction package if it
included as much as $1 in tax

increases for every $10 in spending cuts. “That’s just not common
sense,” Obama told a Minnesota
crowd Tuesday.
The grassroots, decentralized
tea party movement sprung to
life in 2009 to oppose Obama’s
health care initiative, then swung
its focus to cutting taxes and
spending. It helped Republicans
win huge victories in 2010, and
now it’s playing an early and potent role in the Republican presidential process.
As the movement asserts its
clout, however, its popularity has
dropped.
A recent New York Times/CBS
News poll found that 40 percent
of American adults had a “not
favorable” view of the tea party,
compared with 18 percent in an

earlier poll. The proportion who
said they knew too little to form
an opinion of the tea party fell
to 21 percent, from an earlier 46
percent.
At the same time, Obama’s
approval ratings also have
slumped, and Congress’ have hit
an all-time low.
Tying a political opponent to a
not-so-popular person or movement is a hit-or-miss strategy, said
John Pitney Jr., a political scientist
at Claremont McKenna College.
Bill Clinton’s 1996 re-election
campaign ran ads against “DoleGingrich.” The goal was to link
Republican nominee Bob Dole
to Newt Gingrich, then the embattled House speaker, and now
a presidential candidate.
The tea party could be a

tougher target, Pitney said. “A
diffuse movement with no clear
leader does not arouse the same
kind of emotion,” he said.
Mike DuHaime, who managed
Republican Rudy Giuliani’s 2008
presidential campaign, said the
Democrats’ tactic might succeed
so long as Romney and the other
Republican candidates seem to
be toeing the tea party line.
“The strategy is sound for
the Obama team because they
would love the campaign to be
about the challenger, no matter
who it is,” DuHaime said. “To
the extent that our candidates
continue to essentially march in
lockstep with each other on major issues, it will be easy for the
Obama campaign to paint them
all with the same brush.”

With summer comes annual debate:
Should the president go on vacation?
Washington
AP

President Barack Obama’s summer getaway has awakened a
seemingly annual debate: Is
there ever really a good time for
the president to go on vacation?
Given the demands of the job
and the always-looming possibility of an unexpected crisis
at home or abroad, the political
perils of the presidential vacation never seem to go away. This
summer, the vacation dilemma
is compounded by the country’s
urgent demand for jobs, the debt
crisis that has left Washington
with a hangover, and the public’s
frustration with political gridlock.
The president has promised that new job initiatives are
coming soon. But the American
people will not hear details of
those proposals, or any other solutions to the nation’s economic
woes, until Obama returns from
his summer sojourn in Martha’s
Vineyard, the wealthy island enclave off the Massachusetts coast
where he and his family will vacation for the third straight year.
Obama was due to leave Washington on Thursday for his 10-day
trip. And the president is not the
only one taking a break this summer. Most lawmakers left town in
early August, right after reaching a
deal with the White House to raise
the debt ceiling and avoid a potentially catastrophic government
default. Congress isn’t expected to
get back to work until early September.
With the lawmakers away,

there is probably not much
Obama could get done on the
economic front even if he did cancel his trip. And even if Congress
stayed in Washington, too, there
are no quick fixes for the country’s
deep economic problems.
“They don’t have anything to
act upon,” Rich Galen, a Republican consultant, said of both
Obama and Congress. “If anyone knew what the answer to
this was, they’d do it.”
Then there’s the issue of perception. Obama will be vacationing at a rented multimillion-dollar
estate on an island known as a
haven for the rich and famous at
a time when millions of Americans are out of work and countless more are financially strapped.
Bill Clinton’s aides were so
concerned about vacation perceptions that they polled the
public before deciding where
he should go. While Clinton
preferred trips to Martha’s Vineyard, polling sometimes pushed
him toward places like the more
rugged Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
Former President George W.
Bush was criticized for spending
nearly 500 days at his ranch in
Crawford, Texas, during his two
terms in office. He was there in
August 2001 when he received a
CIA briefing paper warning him
of al-Qaida’s intentions to strike
the United States — just over a
month before the Sept. 11 attacks occurred. And in 2005, he
remained on vacation after Hurricane Katrina swamped New
Orleans and devastated the Gulf
Coast. His presidency suffered

from his response to the storm
and his decision to not immediately return to Washington.
Some of Obama’s prior vacations have come under fire as
well. Last summer, he was chided for not taking his family on a
Gulf Coast vacation following the
BP oil spill. When he finally did
travel to the Florida Panhandle
for a weekend, his attempts to
soothe public concern about the
safety of the region’s beaches
were tainted when the White
House released a photo of the
president and daughter Sasha
swimming in water that turned
out not to be the gulf.
Perhaps mindful of the president’s image, the White House
booked Obama on a three-day
bus tour through the Midwest
right before the start of his vacation. He also traveled to Michigan last week to speak at a factory that makes batteries for hybrid
and electric vehicles.
White House press secretary
Jay Carney said he does not
think Americans begrudge the
president a break to recharge
and spend time with his family. Besides, Carney said, the
president is never really off duty,
since White House advisers go
with him and he still receives
regular briefings on national security and the economy.
“The presidency travels with
you. He will be in constant communication,” said Carney, also
noting that Martha’s Vineyard
is close enough to Washington
that Obama could make it home
quickly if needed.

Afghanistan national day
Long-standing friendship grows closer
Sayed M. Amin Fatimie
AMBASSADOR OF AFGHANISTAN

Today on Afghan National Day,
it is my pleasure, on behalf of
H.E. President Hamid Karzai,
the government and the people
of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, to convey my deepest
respects to Their Imperial Majesties Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko, and to the people
and government of Japan.
While in a modern sense 2011
marks our 92nd National Day,
our nation’s history extends
thousands of years further. Similarly, while this year also marks
our 81st year of official diplomatic relations with Japan, our

first interactions date as far back
as the Silk Road era when traded
goods and ideas were our first
ambassadors. Over time, this
linkage of commerce and cultural influence developed into
people-to-people contact, deeprooted friendship and mutual
support. Our relations reached
even-greater levels of closeness
following the 2001 formation of
the new democratic government
of Afghanistan, as Japan took an
active and leading role in support of our development and
peace. The No. 2 provider of aid,
Japan’s $3.5 billion in assistance
since — $1.67 billion of this from
the 2009 pledge of $5 billion over
5 years — has fostered positive

Solidarity: Afghanistan Ambassador Sayed M. Amin Fatimie
(third from left) meets a Fukushima evacuee on May 20 in a
temporary residence provided by the embassy in Tsukuba,
Ibaraki Prefecture. EMBASSY OF AFGHANISTAN

progress in our political, security, infrastructure, education,
health, and agriculture sectors,
among others. These selfless
contributions deserve our deepest appreciation and will never
be forgotten.
Because of our close friendship, the tragedies of March 11
greatly distressed the people of
Afghanistan, who view Japanese
suffering as the suffering of
brothers and sisters. I would like
to express my heartfelt condolences, on behalf of all Afghans,
to the victims and all who continue to suffer. Considering all
Japan has done for our nation,
along with our legacy of helping
one another, Afghanistan and
Afghans considered it our duty
to stand together with Japan.
Starting only hours after news
reached our people, overtures of
support began to emerge
through financial contributions
from the national government
and individual officials. Ordinary citizens collected what
they could for the drive led by
Fatima Gaillani, president of the
Afghan Red Crescent Society.
Afghan children showed a special solidarity, gathering in support and sending drawings of
encouragement. Afghan nationals in Japan, along with embassy officials, in particular
reached out to neighbors, collecting donations, bringing furnishings to evacuees from Fu-

kushima in Ibaraki, and delivering funds to Fukushima City.
While these contributions were
small on a world scale, all Afghans felt honored to help as
they could. Through these hardships, our nations’ peoples have
grown even closer.
In my time in Japan, I have
come to know the Japanese as a
strong, resilient, and hardworking people. I am certain that the
Tohoku region will soon rebuild
and strengthen. This nation has
proven that it is able to rise
from hardship through its past
strides in becoming a stable,
beautiful nation, and an economic and cultural leader. In
Afghanistan’s rebuilding and
development, we have constantly looked at post-World
War II Japan as the ultimate example and role model. Through
Japan we have gained the inspiration to replace decades of destruction with progress. To cite
a few examples, education is
improving with 8 million children in schools — eight times
the number 10 years ago; enrollment in higher education is
increasing rapidly; our adult literacy rate is better than it was
even during the 1970s; we continue to increase the scope and
effectiveness of our health sector with over 1,800 active health
facilities nationwide and large
reductions of infant and under-5 mortality rates, as well as

Working with the Afghan people
Sadako Ogata
PRESIDENT, JAPAN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY

Friendship: H.E. Afghanistan President Hamid Karzai meets
H.I.M. Emperor Akihito in June 2010 at the Imperial Palace.

maternal mortality ratios; women hold a valued place in society and exercise leadership,
with 28 percent of parliamentarians and several other key
government figures being women; and our freedoms, evident
in our democratic elections and
our press operating without restrictions or limitations, are an
example for the region. Having

overcome so much, we hope
now that our successes can
serve as inspiration to the people of Tohoku and Japan.
Our nation is truly fortunate
to have a strong and deep
friendship with Japan. I would
like to join in the sentiments of
H.E. Prime Minister Naoto Kan,
as he said to H.E. President Karzai last June, “I am confident
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I wish to congratulate the Afghan people on
the 92nd anniversary of the Independence Day
of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.
Japan established diplomatic relations with
Afghanistan in 1930 and has enjoyed this
good relationship for more than 80 years. This
friendship was reaffirmed and strengthened
by the warm sympathies and generous
support from Afghanistan to Japan during the
tragedy of the terrible earthquake and tsunami this March.
While Afghanistan has steadily promoted social and
economic development these past years, it faces bigger
challenges as 2014, the year of “transition,” approaches. Japan
has played a leading role in supporting the Afghan efforts for
peace-building and reconstruction. I wish to give my assurance
that the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA),
Japan’s main development agency, will continue to work with
the Afghan people toward achieving true peace and prosperity.

that the relationship between
our two nations will endure
thousands of years more into

the future; throughout this we
will further support and inspire
one another.”

